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1 Introduction

1.1 I/o Generations and Dimensions

Early computer terminals allowed only textual i/o. Because the user read and wrote vectors of
character strings, this mode of i/o (character-based user interface, or “cui”) could be thought
of as one dimensional, 1d. As terminal technology improved, users could manipulate graphi-
cal objects (via a graphical user interface, or “gui”) in 2d. Although the i/o was no longer
unidimensional, it was still limited to the planar dimensionality of a crt or tablet. Now there
exist 3d spatial pointers and 3d graphics devices; this latest phase of i/o devices [Bla92] [BD92]
[Rob92] approaches the way that people deal with “the real world.” 3d audio (in which the
sound has a spatial attribute, originating, virtually or actually, from an arbitrary point with
respect to the listener) and more exotic spatial i/o modalities are under development.

The evolution of i/o devices can be roughly grouped into generations that also correspond
to the number of dimensions. Representative instances of each technology are shown in Table 1.
This chapter focuses on the italicized entries in the third generation aural sector.

1.2 Exploring the Audio Design Space

Audio alarms and signals of various types have been with us since long before there were com-
puters. But even though music and visual arts are considered sibling muses, a disparity exists
between the exploitation of sound and graphics in interfaces. (Most people think that it would
be easier to be hearing- than sight-impaired, even though the incidence of disability-related cul-
tural isolation is higher among the deaf than the blind.) For whatever reasons, the development
of user interfaces has historically been focused more on visual modes than aural.

This imbalance is especially striking in view of the increasing availability of sound in current
technology platforms. Sound is frequently included and utilized to the limits of its availability or
affordability in personal computers. However, computer-aided exploitation of audio bandwidth
is only beginning to rival that of graphics. General sound capability is slowly being woven into
the fabric of applications. Indeed, some of these programs are inherently dependent on sound—
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generation/
dimension mode input output

first/1d textual keyboard teletype
monaural sound

planar trackball, joystick graphical displays
second/2d mouse stereo sound

touchpad
light pen

aural speech recognition speech synthesis
midi

head-tracking spatial sound
filtears

haptic 3d joystick, spaceball tactile feedback:
DataGlove vibrating fingertips

third/3d mouse, bird, bat force-feedback devices
wand Braille devices, tactor arrays

handwriting recognition
olfactory ?? smell emitters
gustatory ?? ?

visual head- and eye-tracking projection systems
stereoscopes:

head-mounted displays
holograms

vibrating mirrors

Table 1: Generations and dimensions of i/o devices

voicemail, or voice annotation to electronic mail, teleconferencing, audio archiving— while other
applications use sound to complement their underlying functionality. Table 2 (extended from
[Dea72, p. 124] and [SM87, p. 148]) lists some circumstances in which auditory displays are
desirable.

Because of the cognitive overload that results from overburdening other systems (perhaps
especially the visual), the importance of exploiting sound as a full citizen of the interface, devel-
oping its potential as a vital communication channel, motivates the exploration of both analogues
to other modes of expression and also the evolution of models unique to audio. Computer inter-
faces present special needs and opportunities for audio communication.

This chapter reviews the evolving state of the art of non-speech audio interfaces, driving both
spatial and non-spatial attributes. While we discuss both issues, our emphasis is on neither the
backend, the particular hardware needed to manipulate sound, nor the frontend, the particular
computer conventions used to specify the control. Rather, the chapter is primarily concerned
with their integration— crafting effective matches between projected user desires and emerging
technological capabilities.

2 Characterization and Control of Acoustic Objects

Part of listening to a mixture of conversation or music is being able to appreciate the overall
blend while also being able to hear the individual voices or instruments separately. This synthe-
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• when the origin of the message is itself a sound (voice, music)

• when other systems are overburdened (simultaneous presentation)

• when the message is simple and short (status reports)

• when the message will not be referred to later (time)

• when the message deals with events in time (“Your background process is finished.”)

• when warnings are sent, or when the message prompts for immediate action (“Your printer
is out of paper.”)

• when continuously changing information of some type is presented (location, metric, or
countdown)

• when speech channels are fully employed

• when a verbal response is required (compatibility of media)

• when illumination or disability limits use of vision (an alarm clock)

• when the receiver moves from one place to another (employing sound as a ubiquitous i/o
channel)

Table 2: Motivation for using sound as a display mode

sis/decomposition duality is the opposite effect of masking: instead of sounds hiding each other,
they are complementary and individually perceivable. For instance, musical instruments of con-
trasting color are used against each other. Localization effects contribute to this anti-masking
by helping the listener distinguish separate sources, be they instruments in an ensemble or voices
in the cacophony of a cocktail party [Bla83, p. 257] [Aro92].

Audio imaging is the creation of sonic illusions by manipulation of stereo channels. For
instance, when classical music is recorded, the music from different instruments comes from
distinctly different directions. The violins are on the listener’s left; the cellos and double basses
are on the right; the violas face the listener; and the percussion, woodwinds, and brass are to
the rear of the orchestra.

In a stereo system, the sound really comes from only the left and right transducers, whether
headphones or loudspeakers. Typical audio systems project only a one-dimensional arrangement
of the real or mixed sources. In traditional sound reproduction, the apparent direction from
which a sound emanates is typically controlled by shifting the balance of the unmodified sound
source between the left and right channels. However, this technique yields images that are
diffuse, and located only between the speakers.

Spatial sound involves technology that allows sound sources to have not only a left–right
attribute (as in a conventional stereo mix), but up–down and back–forth qualities as well. It is
related to, but goes beyond, systems like quadraphonics and surround sound.1 Augmenting a
sound system with spatial attributes opens new dimensions for audio, making spatial sound a

1Surround Sound 360 and thx are two commercial examples of theatrical audio systems, as Circle Vision 360
and Omnimax are examples of analogous visual systems.
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potentially rich analogue of 3d graphics.
Clearly sound has many other qualities besides spatial attributes which contribute to its per-

ceptual and cognitive organization. The various widely discussed [PF54] [BB87, p. 396] [Bly87, p.
420] [Man87, p. 422] dimensions of sound generally include the attributes shown in Table 3. Just
as with spatial dimensions, such dimensions can be utilized in an information display context
to encourage the perceptual segregation and systematic organization of virtual sources within
the interface. Following from [Gib79]’s ecological approach to perception, the audible world can
be conceived of as a collection of acoustic “objects.” In addition to spatial location, various
acoustic features— such as temporal onsets and offsets, timbre, pitch, intensity, and rhythm—
can specify the identities of the objects and convey meaning about discrete events or ongoing
actions in the world and their relationships to one another. One can systematically manipulate
these features, effectively creating an auditory symbology which operates on a continuum from
“literal” everyday sounds, such as the rattling of bottles being processed in a bottling plant
[GSO91], to a completely abstract mapping of statistical data into sound parameters [SBG90].
Principles for design and synthesis can also be gleaned from the fields of music [BSG89], psychoa-
coustics [Pat82], user interface design [BD92], and higher-level cognitive studies of the acoustical
determinants of perceptual organization [BGB89] [Bre90].

Another obvious aspect of “everyday listening” [Gav86] is the fact that we live and listen in
a three-dimensional world. Thus, a critical advantage of the binaural auditory system is that it
allows us to monitor and identify sources of information from all possible locations, not just the
direction of gaze. In fact, a good rule of thumb for knowing when to provide acoustic cues is to
recall how we naturally use audition to gain information and explore the environment; that is,
“the function of the ears is to point the eyes.” The auditory system can provide a more coarsely-
tuned mechanism to direct the attention of our more finely-tuned visual analyses, as suggested
by the effective linkage between direction of gaze (eye and head movements) and localization
accuracy [PSBS90] [SMP92]. In fact, Perrott, and his colleagues [PSSS91] have recently reported
that aurally-guided visual search for a target in a cluttered visual display is superior to unaided
visual search, even for objects in the central visual field. This omnidirectional characteristic
of acoustic signals will be especially useful in inherently spatial tasks, particularly when visual
cues are limited and workload is high; for example, in air traffic control displays for the tower
or cockpit [BW92].
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• harmonic content

– pitch and register: tone, melody, harmony

– waveshape (sawtooth, square, triangle, ...)

– timbre, filtears, vibrato, and equalization

• dynamics

– intensity/volume/loudness

– envelope: attack, decay, sustain, release (volume shape)

• timing

– duration

– tempo

– repetition rate

– duty cycle

– rhythm and cadence

– syncopation

• spatial location

– direction: azimuth, elevation

– distance/range

• ambience: presence, resonance, reverberance, spaciousness

• representationalism: literal, everyday (“auditory icons”) ↔ abstract (“earcons”)

Table 3: Dimensions of sound
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Given multiple audio channels, a display2 system needs a way of perceptually segmenting or
distinguishing them from each other. A simple method is by just making the channels of interest
louder than their siblings. Spatial sound enhances stream segregation by allowing auditory lo-
calization, invoking the ‘cocktail party effect.’ The cocktail party effect refers to a phenomenon
described in the literature [Che53] [Aro92] on binaural hearing in which sound source intelligi-
bility is shown to improve when listening dichotically (with two ears), compared to monotically
(with one ear). Thus, at a party with many simultaneous conversations, a mingler can still
follow any particular exchange by filtering according to

• position

• speaker voice

• subject matter.

Similarly, someone listening to a song distinguishes the streams (voices, instruments, parts)
by

• position

• tone/timbre

• melodic line and rhythm.

2.1 Spatial Dimensions of Sound

The goal of spatial sound synthesis is to project audio media into space by manipulating sound
sources so that they assume virtual positions, mapping the source channel into three-dimensional
space (the perceptual envelope around the sink3). These virtual positions enable auditory lo-
calization, a listener’s psychological separation in space of the channels, via space-domain mul-
tiplexing. The simulation techniques being developed to achieve this goal depend critically on
our understanding of the perceptual or psychoacoustical cues used by human listeners when
localizing sounds in the real world.

Much of our understanding of human sound localization is based on the classic “duplex
theory” [Lor07] which emphasizes the role of two primary cues to location, interaural differ-
ences in time of arrival and interaural differences in intensity. The original proposal was that
interaural intensity differences (iids) resulting from head-shadowing determine localization at
high frequencies, while interaural time differences (itds) were thought to be important only
for low frequencies (because of phase ambiguities occurring at frequencies greater than about
1500 Hz). Binaural research over the last few decades, however, points to serious limitations
with this approach. For example, it has become clear that itds in high-frequency sounds are
used if the signals have relatively slow envelope modulations. The duplex theory also cannot
account for the ability of subjects to localize sounds along the median plane where interaural
cues are minimal (e.g., see [Bla83]). Further, when subjects listen to sounds over headphones,
they are usually perceived as being inside the head even though interaural temporal and in-
tensity differences appropriate to an external source location are present [Ple74]. Many studies

2Throughout this chapter, “display” is used in a general sense to denote presentation or output in any medium.
3Since the word “speaker” is overloaded, meaning both “loudspeaker” and “talker,” “source” is used to mean

both, denoting any logical sound emitter. Similarly and symmetrically, “sink” is used to describe a logical sound
receiver, a virtual listener.
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now suggest that these deficiencies of the duplex theory reflect the important contribution to
localization of the direction-dependent filtering which occurs when incoming sound waves in-
teract with the outer ears, or pinnae. As sound propagates from a source (e.g., a loudspeaker)
to a listener’s ears, reflection and refraction effects tend to alter the sound in subtle ways, and
the effect is dependent upon frequency. Such frequency-dependent effects, or filtering, also vary
greatly with the direction of the sound source, and it is clear that listeners use such effects
to discriminate one location from another. Experiments have shown that spectral shaping by
the pinnae is highly direction-dependent [Sha74], that the absence of pinna cues degrades local-
ization accuracy [RB68] [GG73], and that pinna cues are important for externalization or the
“outside-the-head” sensation [Ple74] [DRP+92].

Such data suggest that perceptually-veridical localization over headphones may be possible
if this spectral shaping by the pinnae as well as the interaural difference cues can be adequately
reproduced. There may be many cumulative effects on the sound as it makes its way to the ear
drum, but all of these effects can be coalesced into a single filtering operation, much like the
effects of an equalizer in a stereo system. The exact nature of this filter can be measured by a
simple experiment in which an impulse (a single, very short sound pulse or click) is produced by
a loudspeaker at a particular location. The acoustic shaping by the two ears is then measured by
recording the outputs of small probe microphones placed inside an individual’s (or an artificial
head’s; e.g., the Kemar [BS75] or Neumann heads) ear canals (Figure 1). If the measurement
of the two ears occurs simultaneously, the responses, when taken together as a pair of filters,
include estimates of the interaural differences as well. Thus, this technique allows one to measure
all of the relevant spatial cues together for a given source location, a given listener, and in a
given room or environment.

Figure 1: 3d auditory display: synthesis technique
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Filters constructed from these ear-dependent characteristics are examples of finite impulse
response (fir; also known as tapped delay line) filters and are often referred to as head-related
transfer functions (hrtfs). Here, hrtf-filtering in the frequency domain manifests as a point-
by-point multiplication operation, while fir-filtering in the time domain occurs via a somewhat
more complex operation known as convolution. By filtering an arbitrary sound with these
hrtf-based “earprints,” it is possible to impose spatial characteristics on the signal such that
it apparently emanates from the originally measured location. Of course, the localizability of a
sound will also depend on other factors such as its original spectral content; narrowband (pure)
tones are generally hard to localize, while broadband, impulsive sounds are the easiest to locate.
Filtering with hrtf-based filters cannot increase the bandwidth of the original signal; it merely
transforms frequency components that are already present.

A closely-related issue to spectral content in the localizability of sound sources is their degree
of familiarity. A variety of research indicates that (monaural) features such as peaks and valleys
in the spectrum of a sound change systematically with location and appear to be the primary cues
for elevation [RB68] [Bla70] [BH83] [But87]. Logically, in order for localization to be accurate,
spatial cues other than the interaural cues— e.g., cues related to spectral shaping by the pinnae—
must be interpreted in light of the original spectrum of the sound source. In effect, the listener
must “know” a priori what the spectrum of a sound is in order to determine whether a particular
feature was “shaped” by the effects of his/her ear structures or was simply present in the source
spectrum. In the absence of other disambiguating information, many different spectra could be
confused for the same location, and indeed this is often the case [Bla70] [BH83], suggesting that
listeners’ a priori knowledge of source spectra is imperfect. Thus the perception of elevation
and relative distance, which both depend heavily on the detection of spectral differences, tend
to be superior for familiar signals like speech [Col63] [Bla83, p. 104] [BW93]. Similarly, spectral
familiarity can be established through training [Bat67].

It should be noted that the spatial cues provided by hrtfs, especially those derived from
simple anechoic (free-field, ‘dry,’ or echoless) environments, are not the only cues likely to be
necessary to achieve veridical localization in a virtual display. Anechoic simulation is merely
a first step, allowing a systematic study of the perceptual consequences of synthesizing spatial
cues by using a less complex, and therefore more tractable, stimulus. For example, two kinds
of error are usually observed in perceptual studies of localization when subjects are asked to
judge the position of a stationary sound source in the free-field. One is a relatively small error
in resolution ranging from about 1 to 20◦, depending upon the experimental paradigm used to
estimate localization acuity. In general these paradigms fall into three categories: methods of
adjustment [STFJ55] which require the subjects to adjust the position of one source to match
that of another; discrimination experiments such as those reported by [Mil58] [Mil72] which ask
subjects to detect whether two successive sounds have changed position; and absolute judgment
paradigms which simply ask the subjects to identify the source location by methods such as ver-
bal report or pointing [SN36] [OP84a] [OP84b] [OP86] [WK89a] [WK89b] [MM90] [WAKW93].
Discrimination experiments tend to be constrained primarily by peripheral sensory limitations
and measure a just noticeable difference (jnd) or the sensitivity of the subject to various local-
ization cues. Which localization cues are most relevant to a particular jnd measurement will
depend on the stimulus conditions. For example, discrimination errors are smallest for stimuli
in the horizontal plane where the interaural cues are presumably the most important, with a
slight auditory “fovea” in that acuity is best directly in front (about 1 to 5◦) and worsens for
locations out to the side (about 5 to 10◦). Absolute judgment paradigms, on the other hand, may
be more affected by factors like memory limitations and context effects, and thus are probably
more closely related to the conditions that one generally experiences when localizing sounds in a
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virtual display (simply deciding “where is it?”). Error measures under these circumstances can
be considerably larger (about 10 to 20◦ or more), especially for sources in the rear. There also
seems to be a general tendency for errors in elevation to be somewhat larger than for azimuth,
although this may depend upon the region of space relative to the listener that is being probed.
Of course, error estimates will also be dependent in fairly complex ways upon the bandwidth,
duration, spatial span, etc. of the stimuli being localized. For example, the classic study by
[SN36] showed that error magnitudes are dependent on the stimulus frequency, with the great-
est errors occurring around 3000 Hz where the interaural phase and level cues are both weakest.
For a more complete discussion of the many factors affecting localization acuity and sensitivity
measures, see the recent review by [MG91].

Another class of error observed in nearly all localization studies is the occurrence of front↔back
reversals. These are judgements which indicate that a source in the front (rear) hemisphere was
perceived by the listener as if it were in the rear (front) hemisphere. Reversal confusions in
elevation, with up locations heard as down, and vice versa, have also been observed [WWK91]
[WAKW93]. Although the reasons for such reversals are not completely understood, they are
probably due in large part to the static nature of the stimulus and the ambiguities resulting from
the so-called “cone of confusion” [Mil72]. Assuming a stationary, spherical model of the head and
symmetrically-located ear canals (without pinnae), a given interaural time or intensity difference
will correlate ambiguously with the direction of a sound source, a conical shell describing the
locus of all possible sources. Obviously, the true situation is more complicated; the head is not
really a simple sphere with two symmetric holes. However, to a first approximation, the model
does seem to predict the pattern of interaural cues actually measured for static sources [Kuh77]
[MMG89] [MG90]. While the rigid sphere model is not the whole story, the observed itd and
iid data indicate that the interaural characteristics of the stimulus are inherently ambiguous. In
the absence of other cues, both front↔back and up↔down reversals (in fact, confusions between
any two points along a particular cone) would appear to be quite likely.

Several cues are thought to help in disambiguating the cones of confusion. One is the com-
plex spectral shaping provided by the hrtfs as a function of location that was described above.
For example, presumably because of the orientation and shell-like structure of the pinnae, high-
frequencies tend to be more attenuated for sources in the rear than for sources in the front (e.g.,
see [Bla83, p. 107–116]). For stationary sounds, such cues would essentially be the only clue to
disambiguating source location. With dynamic stimuli, however, the situation improves consid-
erably. For example, some studies have shown that allowing or inducing head-motion improves
localization ability by substantially reducing the rate of reversals [Bur58] [TR67] [FF68]. With
head-motion, the listener can potentially disambiguate front/back locations by tracking changes
in the magnitude of the interaural cues over time; for a given lateral head movement, itds and
iids for sources in the front will change in the opposite direction compared to sources in the rear
[Wal40].

Another type of localization error is known as in-head localization (ihl). That is, sources
sometimes fail to externalize, particularly when the signals are presented over headphones, al-
though ihl has also been observed for real sources [Too69] [Ple74]. The tendency to localize
sound sources inside the head is increased if the signals are unfamiliar [Col63] [Gar68] or derived
from an anechoic environment [Ple74]. Thus, the use of familiar signals combined with cues
that provide a sense of environmental context, such as the ratio of direct to reflected energy
and other characteristics specific to enclosed spaces, may help to enhance the externalization of
images [Col63] [Gar68] [Law73] [Ple74] [MK75], [MB79]. For example, [Beg92] recently inves-
tigated the effects of synthetic reverberation on the perceived externalization of static, virtual
sound sources. He found that, compared to anechoic stimuli, adding reverberant cues nearly
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eliminated ihl but tended to decrease localization accuracy while having no systematic effect
on front↔back confusions. There is also some suggestion that head motion may also be a factor
in externalization [Wen92, p. 87].

Whether distance, the third dimension in a virtual acoustic display, can be reliably con-
trolled beyond mere externalization is more problematic. It appears that humans are rather
poor at judging the absolute distance of sound sources, and relatively little is known about the
parameters which determine distance perception [Col63] [Law73] [MK75] [MB79] [SL93]. Dis-
tance judgements depend at least partially on the relative intensities of sound sources, but the
relationship is not a straightforward correspondence to the physical roll-off of intensity with dis-
tance; i.e., the inverse-square law, which implies a 6 dB decrease in intensity with each doubling
of distance. For example, [Beg91] has reported that a 9 dB increase in intensity is required to
produce a halving of the apparent distance of a sound source. Also, as noted above, distance
perception also depends heavily on factors like stimulus familiarity.

The addition of environmental effects can complicate the perception of location in other
ways. [vB60] reports that the spatial image of a sound source grows larger and increasingly
diffuse with increasing distance in a reverberant environment, a phenomenon which may tend
to interfere with the ability to judge the direction of the source. This problem may be mitigated
by the phenomenon known as precedence [WNR49]. In precedence, or the “law of the first
wavefront,” the perceived location of a sound tends to be dominated by the direction of incidence
of the original source even though later reflections could conceivably be interpreted as additional
sources in different locations. The impact of the precedence effect is reduced by factors which
strengthen the role of the succeeding wavefronts. For example, large enclosed spaces with highly-
reflective surfaces can result in reflections that are both intense enough and delayed enough (i.e.,
echoes) to act as “new” sound sources which can confuse the apparent direction of the original
source.

However, just as we come to learn the characteristics of a particular room or concert hall,
the localization of virtual sounds may improve if the listener is allowed to become familiar
with sources as they interact in a particular artificial acoustic world. For example, perhaps
simulation of an asymmetric room would tend to aid the listener in distinguishing front from
rear locations by strengthening timbral differences between front and rear sources. By taking
advantage of a head-tracker in realtime systems, the loop between the auditory, visual, vestibular,
and kinesthetic systems can be closed, and we can study the effects of dynamic interaction
with relatively complex, but known, acoustic environments. The specific parameters used in
such models must be investigated carefully if localization accuracy is to remain intact. It may
be possible to discover an optimal trade-off between environmental parameters which enhance
externalization and distance perception while minimizing the impact of the resulting expansion
of the spatial image which can interfere with the ability to judge the direction of the source.

The above discussion of the perception of localized sound sources is meant primarily to
give a sense of the potential complexities involved in any attempt to synthesize both accurate
and realistic spatial cues in a virtual acoustic display. See [MG91], [Mol92], and [Wen92] for
somewhat more detailed overviews of localization cues and their synthesis. For an extensive
discussion of spatial sound in general, the reader is referred to the in-depth review by [Bla83].

2.2 Implementing Spatial Sound

Perhaps the most direct approach to simulating spatial sound distributes sources by physically
locating loudspeakers in the place where each source is located, relative to the listener. These
loudspeakers could be statically placed, or perhaps moved around by mechanical means. How-
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ever, such an implementation is cumbersome and certainly not portable. Other approaches use
analytic mathematical models of the pinna and other body structures [Gen86] in order to directly
calculate acoustic responses or, alternatively, provide a simplified model of the essential features
of previously measured responses of the ear [KW91]. A third approach to accurate realtime spa-
tialization, which is generally emphasized here, concentrates on digital signal processing (dsp)
techniques for synthesizing spatial cues from direct measurements of hrtfs.

By measuring, simulating, or modeling the important cues to localization represented in the
hrtfs (usually with dsp), many scientists are developing ways of generating and controlling
this multidimensional sound imagery [Cho70] [Cho77] [Mar86] [WWF88a] [WWF88b] [Mar89]
[Sco89] [SWKE89] [Fis90] [KMW90] [LHC90] [WSFF90] [BW92] [Wen92] [WAKW93]. The goal
of such a sound spatializer is to create the impression that the sound is coming from different
sources and different places, just like one would hear “in person.” Such a device assigns each
source a virtual position with respect to the sink, or listener, and simulates the corresponding
auditory positional cues. A display based on this technology exploits the human ability to
quickly and subconsciously localize sound sources.

The most frequently used approach to spatial sound generation employs a hardware- or
software-based convolution engine that convolves a monaural input signal with pairs of (fir)
digital audio filters to produce output signals for presentation over stereo loudspeakers or head-
phones. As discussed above, binaural localization cues may be captured by hrtfs, measured
for the head and pinna (outer ear) of human or artificial heads in an anechoic environment. For
each spherical direction, a left–right pair of these transfer functions is measured, transformed
to the time domain, and then stored as fir filter coefficients [KM84] [Geh87] [ME88] [RP89]
[Wen92].

The anechoic implementation of spatial sound described above is often called ‘dry’; it includes
no notion of a virtual room, and hence no echoes. Conversely, spatial reverberation is a ‘wet’
technique for simulating the acoustic information used by people listening to sounds in natural
environments. A spatial reverberation system creates an artificial ambient acoustic environment
by simulating echoes consistent with the placement of both the source and the sink (listener)
within a virtual room.

There are two classes of generated echoes: early reflections, which are discretely generated
(delayed), and late-field reverberation, which are continuous and statistically averaged. The early
reflections are the particular echoes generated by the source, and the late field reverberation is the
non-specific ambience of the listening environment. The early reflections off the floor, walls, and
ceiling, provide indirect sound to the listener which can have important perceptual consequences.
For example, [vB60], [MK75], [Cho77], [MB79], [KM84], and others have demonstrated that the
ratio of direct to indirect sound can influence the perceived distance of sound sources.

In practice, room modeling is often limited to rectangular prismatic rooms. This symmetry
allows an algorithm such as direct ray-tracing to be used to efficiently determine the propagation
delay and direction of individual reflections, which are then spatialized, as if they were separate
sources. Each separately spatialized audio source, incident or reflected, requires processing by
a separate pair of binaural transfer functions.4 Late field reverberation reflects the ambience
of the virtual auditorium or listening room. Reverberant implementations of spatial sound, as
discussed or instantiated by [KM84] [KMF+86a] [KMF+86b] [Mar87], employ a recursive, or
infinite impulse response (iir) section to yield dense global reverberation effects. A filter that

4Often, this implies a hardware implementation which devotes a separate (mono→stereo) dsp channel to
each image source. Alternatively, as in the Convolvotron (described in § 2.2.1), an aggregate binaural impulse
response composed of the superposition of the direct and reflected images can be computed on-the-fly for the
instantaneous configuration of the source and sink in the environment and then rendered in realtime.
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combines early reflections with late field reverberation is sometimes called tdr, for tapped-
delay-plus-recirculation. The simulation thus models cues to perceived sound direction, sound
distance, and room characteristics. This combination of high-order recursive and non-recursive
filters enables a spatial reverberation system to implement descriptions of such characteristics
as room dimensions and wall absorption, as well as time-varying source and listener positions.
Thus, given a monophonic sound source and a specification of source and sink position and
motion in a model room, the spatial reverberator approximates the sound field arriving at the
model listener’s ear drums. In general, however, most of the realtime systems currently available
do not implement the full complement of room response characteristics outlined above. Such
room modeling requires enormous computational resources and is only beginning to be developed
in truly interactive, realtime displays.

2.2.1 Crystal River Engineering Convolvotron

The Crystal River ConvolvotronTM is a convolution engine [WWF88b] that spatializes sound by
filtering audio channels with transfer functions that simulate positional effects (see [Wen92]).
Other recent devices include the Alphatron and Acoustetron II which are based on lower-cost
dsp chips and reduced-complexity algorithms and the Snapshot system which allows one to
quickly measure individualized hrtfs in any environment. Specifically, hrtfs, in the form of
firs, are measured using techniques adapted from [MM77]. Although similar in principle to
the impulse response method described earlier, the measurement is actually made with trains
of pseudo-random noisebursts to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the responses. Small probe
microphones are placed near each eardrum of a human listener who is seated in an anechoic
chamber [WK89a]. Wide-band test stimuli are presented from one of 144 equidistant locations
in the free-field (non-reverberant) environment; a different pair of impulse responses is measured
for each location in the spherical array at intervals of 15◦ in azimuth and 18◦ in elevation (el-
evation range: -36 to +54◦). Hrtfs are estimated by deconvolving (mathematically dividing
out) the effects of the loudspeakers, test stimulus, and microphone responses from the recordings
made with the probe microphones [WK89a]. The advantage of this technique is that it preserves
the complex pattern of interaural differences over the entire spectrum of the stimulus, capturing
the effects of filtering by the pinnae, head, shoulders, and torso. In order to synthesize localized
sounds, a map of “location filters” is constructed from all 144 pairs of fir filters by first trans-
forming them to the frequency domain, removing the spectral effects of the headphones to be
used during playback using Fourier techniques, and then transforming back to the time domain.
An overview of the perceptual viability of the basic synthesis technique can be found in [Wen92].

In the Convolvotron, designed by Scott Foster of Crystal River Engineering [Fos90], the map
of corrected fir filters is downloaded from a host computer (ibm-compatible pc) to the dual-port
memory of a realtime digital signal processor (Figure 2). This set of two printed-circuit boards
converts one or more monaural analog inputs to digital signals at a rate of 50 kHz with 16-bit
resolution. Each data stream is then convolved with filter coefficients (128 to 512 coefficients/ear;
24-bit integer arithmetic) determined by the coordinates of the desired target locations and the
position of the listener’s head, ‘placing’ each input signal in the perceptual 3-space of the lis-
tener. The resulting data streams are mixed, converted to left and right analog signals, and
presented over headphones. The current configuration allows up to four independent and si-
multaneous anechoic sources with an aggregate computational speed of more than 300 million
multiply-accumulate instructions per second (mips). This processing speed is also sufficient for
interactively simulating a single source plus six first-order reflections (28 sources and reflections
in the Acoustetron,TM a four-Convolvotron system in a single host computer) with variable sur-
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face absorption characteristics in relatively small reverberant environments with head-tracking
[FWT91] [SSN93]. The hardware design can also be scaled upward to accommodate additional
sources and longer filter lengths required for simulating larger enclosures. The Beachtron, a
less costly version of the system for the pc, is capable of spatializing two audio input channels
(comparable to Focal Point, described later in § 2.2.2). Currently, this system is anechoic and
uses minimum-phase approximations of hrtfs [KW91] [WKA92], which allow a considerable re-
duction in filter size with minimal perceptual disruption (75 coefficients/ear, 16-bit conversion,
44.1 kHz sampling rate). The Beachtron also includes an onboard Proteus/1xr synthesizer and
midi control.

Figure 2: The Convolvotron: high-speed realtime digital signal processor

Motion trajectories and static locations at greater resolution than the empirical measure-
ments are simulated by selecting the four measured positions nearest to the desired target lo-
cation and interpolating with linear weighting functions [WF93]. The interpolation algorithm
effectively computes a new coefficient at the sampling interval (about every 20 µsec) so that
changes in position are free from artifacts like clicks or switching noises. When integrated with
a magnetic head-tracking system (like [Pol87]), the listener’s head position can be monitored in
realtime so that the sources are stabilized in fixed locations or in motion trajectories relative to
the user. Again, such head-coupling helps enhance the simulation, since head movements are
important for localization [Wal40] [TR67]. This degree of interactivity, especially coupled with
smooth motion interpolation and simulation of simple reverberant environments, is apparently
unique to the Convolvotron system. In addition, all source code is provided to facilitate the
Convolvotron’s use as a research tool.

As with any system required to compute data “on the fly,” the term ‘realtime’ is a relative
one. The Convolvotron, including the host computer, has a computational delay of about 30–
40 ms, depending upon such factors as the number of simultaneous sources, the duration of
the hrtfs used as filters, and the complexity of the source geometry. An additional latency of
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at least 50 ms is introduced by the head-tracker.5 This accumulation of computational delays
has important implications for how well the system can simulate realistic moving sources or
realistic head motion. At the maximum delay, the Convolvotron updates to a new location
about every 90 ms (including a 50 ms delay from a low-cost headtracker). This directional
update interval, in turn, corresponds to an angular resolution of about 32◦ when the relative
source–listener speed is 360 degrees/sec, 16◦ at 180 degrees/sec, and so on. Such delays may
or may not result in a perceptible lag, depending upon how sensitive humans are to changes
in angular displacement (the minimum audible movement angle) for a given source velocity.
Recent work on the perception of auditory motion by Perrott and others using real sound sources
(moving loudspeakers) suggests that these computational latencies are acceptable for moderate
velocities. For example, for source speeds ranging from 8 to 360 degrees/sec, minimum audible
movement angles ranged from about 4 to 21◦, respectively, for a 500 Hz tone-burst [Per82]
[PT88]. Thus, slower relative velocities are well within capabilities of the Convolvotron, while
speeds approaching 360 degrees/sec may begin to result in perceptible delays, especially when
multiple sources or larger filters (e.g., simulations of reverberant rooms) are being generated.

2.2.2 Gehring Research Focal Point

Focal PointTM [Geh87] [Geh90] comprises two different binaural localization technologies, Focal
Point Types 1 and 2. In most Focal Point products the audio is 44.1 kHz sampling rate with 16-
bit cd quality. Focal Point Type 1 is the original Focal Point technology, utilizing time-domain
convolution with hrtf-based impulse responses for anechoic simulation. It performs binaural
convolution in realtime on any audio signal and is portable to most dsp and risc environments;
Motorola dsp-based versions for the pc and Macintosh platforms are widely used. Several
sets of hrtfs have been demonstrated over the years Focal Point has been available. (One
set was measured by the Computer Music Group at Northwestern University using a Kemar
mannequin [BS75].) The current Focal Point hrtfs provide neutral timbre, suitable for music,
entertainment, and vr applications.

Typically, Focal Point Type 1 software is downloaded into the dsp upon startup and then
updated only when a source is moved; audio processing continues without host cpu interaction,
except to reposition a source (by setting three integers). Updating the transfer function in the
dsp has a latency of about 3–6 ms, which compares favorably with known visual displays. This
update rate, which can be in excess of 300 Hz, is suitable for rapid source motion with respect
to the listener.

The Mac and pc versions of Focal Point Type 1 are encapsulated; transfer function synthesis
is performed within Focal Point, rather than by the host cpu. This means the entire host
resource is available for other applications, such as soundfile playback through Focal Point,
direct-to-disc recording concurrently with Focal Point binaural processing, or 3d graphics. The
pc version is available as a consumer product.

Focal Point Type 2 (patent pending) is a Focal Point implementation in which sounds are
preprocessed offline, creating interleaved soundfiles which can then be positioned in 3d in re-
altime upon playback. Compared to realtime convolution systems such as Focal Point Type 1,

5An estimate of 50 ms for the effective latency of the head-tracker is probably conservative. It also does not
reflect the potentially much more problematic issue of positional “jitter” in current tracking systems [MAB93].
For the Convolvotron, and probably all the realtime spatial sound systems described here, latencies through the
total system are dominated by the limitations of commercially-available tracking systems. Such latencies and
positional jitter are not as critical for the human auditory system, which is less sensitive to changes in angular
displacement, as for the human visual system.
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Type 2 is very economical; dsp and other high-speed processing are not required. Although
sounds must be preprocessed in advance, Type 2 positioning is very fast, since no convolution
pipeline delay is involved and positioning latency is measured in microseconds. Such a process
also multiplies the storage requirements of the original sound sample, since a new, spatialized,
sample is generated (offline) for each possible position. Type 2 can be used on almost any
platform or soundcard with stereo audio capability.

Focal Point Types 1 and 2 can also be midi-controlled, allowing notes and sounds to be
interactively positioned during musical performance using the many midi-based software and
hardware products. Focal Point development packages typically include source code and sample
C projects for several applications, including headtracking, external control via an rs-232 link,
and simultaneous soundfile playback.

2.2.3 Akg cap (Creative Audio Processor) 340M

A kind of binaural mixing console, cap (Creative Audio Processor) 340M, has been developed
by akg in Austria [AKG91], based partially on work by Blauert [Bla84]. The system is aimed
at applications like audio recording, acoustic design, and psychoacoustic research [RP89]. This
system is rather large, involving an entire rack of digital signal processors and related hardware,
with up to 32 channels that can be independently spatialized in azimuth and elevation along
with variable specification of room response characteristics. The sampling rate of the system
is 50 kHz with 16-bit floating point conversion (16-bit mantissa plus 3-bit exponent). Fir
filters of 100 coefficients/ear are convolved in the time domain with an aggregate computational
speed of 340 mflops on 32-bit floating point arithmetic. The cap 340M’s room simulation
algorithm appears to include the ability to impose realtime directional (hrtf) characteristics
on the reflected images as well as the direct path, as is the case in the Convolvotron. It also
allows simulation of late reverberation using iir filters. A collection of hrtfs is offered, derived
from measurements taken in the ear canals of both artificial heads and individual subjects. A
more recent system, the Binaural Audio Processor (bap 1000), simulates an ideal control room
for headphone reproduction using realtime convolution with up to four binaural (hrtf-based)
filters (two direct paths plus two mirror-image reflections). The user also has the option of
having his/her individual transforms programmed onto a prom card [Per91]. Interestingly,
akg’s literature mentions that best results are achieved with individualized transforms. So far,
the system has not been integrated with interactive head-tracking, so data regarding its motional
capabilities are currently not available.

Similar projects in Europe are based on the most recent efforts of Blauert, Poesselt, Lehnert
and their colleagues at the Ruhr University at Bochum, Germany [BLB77] [LB89] [PSO+86].
The group at Bochum has been working on a prototype dsp system, again a kind of binaural
mixing console, whose proposed features include realtime convolution of hrtfs for up to four
sources, interpolation between transforms to simulate motion, and room modeling. The group
has also devoted substantial effort to measuring hrtfs for both individual subjects and artificial
heads (e.g., the Neumann head), as well as developing computer simulations of transforms.

2.2.4 Head Acoustics

Another researcher in Germany, Klaus Genuit, has founded Head Acoustics to develop spatial
audio systems. Genuit and his colleagues have also produced a realtime, eight-channel binaural
mixing console using anechoic simulations as well as a new version of an artificial head [GG89]
[GGK92]. The eight binaural channels can also be adapted to simulate simple room character-
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istics using a direct path plus up to seven first-order reflections. Genuit’s work is particularly
notable for his development of a structurally-based model of the acoustic effects of the pinnae
(e.g., [Gen86]). That is, rather than using measured hrtfs, Genuit has developed a parameter-
ized, mathematical description (based on Kirchhoff’s diffraction integrals) of the acoustic effects
of the pinnae, ear canal resonances, torso, shoulder, and head. The effects of the structures have
been simplified; for example, the outer ears are modeled as three cylinders of different diameters
and length. The parameterization of the model adds some flexibility to this technique and Ge-
nuit states that the calculated transforms are within the variability of directly measured hrtfs,
although no data on the perceptual viability of the model is mentioned. Also, since data can be
calculated directly, the use of such a parameterized model may obviate the need to be concerned
with the required spatial density of measured hrtfs or the nature of the interpolation between
measurements needed to achieve smooth motion.

2.2.5 Roland Sound Space (rss) Processor

Roland has developed a system known as the Roland Sound Space (rss) processing system
which attempts to provide realtime spatialization capabilities for both headphone and stereo
loudspeaker presentation [Cha91]. The basic rss system allows independent placement of up to
four sources using time domain convolution (24-bit arithmetic) with fir filters based on anechoic
measurements of hrtfs for an individual human. Details regarding the length of the filters, the
spatial density of the hrtf measurements, and methods of interpolation are not given. The
sampling rate is switchable between 44.1 and 48 kHz with four 18-bit a/d converters and eight
(four stereo pairs) 20-bit d/a converters. Spatial placement is controlled by midi input or by
two rotary dials per channel which independently control azimuth and elevation.

Since the rss is aimed primarily at loudspeaker presentation, it incorporates a technique
known as transaural processing, or crosstalk cancellation between the stereo speakers. This
additional filtering process is required to compensate for the fact that, in effect, speaker presen-
tation causes the sound to be processed by hrtfs ‘twice’: once by the digital hrtf filters used
to manipulate the spatial illusion, and once by the listener’s own ears. The transaural technique
‘divides out’ or equalizes the effects of the speaker crosstalk, so that the transfer functions for
the frontal direction become flat at the listener’s ear canals. This technique seems to allow an
adequate spatial impression to be achieved. As [Cha91] and many others have noted for such
speaker presentation systems, localization accuracy suffers as soon as the listener deviates from
a listening region near a locus of points equidistant from the two speakers (the “sweet spot”).
A sense of increased auditory “spaciousness” (relative to normal stereo techniques) remains rel-
atively intact, however, even for listening positions off the bisector. [Cha91] also notes that
elevation was very difficult to discern with the rss system. The rss system can also be used for
realtime control of spatial sound over headphones in a similar manner to the systems described
above by disabling the transaural processing.

2.2.6 Mixels

The realtime systems described above provide a wide range of simulation capabilities which
could be employed as the backend of an interface for a spatial auditory display. Thus, the
specific attributes of a particular software control interface may or may not be instantiated,
depending on which system is used to generate the spatial audio effects. For example, the
simplest and least expensive systems available, such as a single-channel version of the Focal
Point or Beachtron systems, will allow only the simplest of anechoic simulations for one or two
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image sources. Conversely, the large and no doubt expensive array of equipment represented by
the cap 340M could potentially provide a much richer instantiation of a virtual acoustic display.

It is also important to note, however, that the perceptual viability of most of the systems
described above (except for the Convolvotron) has not been demonstrated beyond the manu-
facturers’ rather general claims about performance. If such a system is intended for research or
other applications that require accurate localization, it is important that the user have access
to details about the nature of the simulation techniques and algorithms used in the device. If,
on the other hand, simple spatial effects or impression are the primary goal, then a more “black
box” type of approach may be sufficient. Alternatively, a researcher may need or wish to inde-
pendently test the perceptual validity of a particular device. Such testing will probably require
at least some degree of access to the internal controls or software of the spatialization system.

Rather than delve more deeply into particular spatial audio systems, which will no doubt
develop as rapidly in the future as the rest of computing technology, the remainder of this chapter
concentrates on the nature of the control interfaces that will need to be developed to take full
advantage of these new capabilities.

The assumption is that many individually spatialized audio channels will become available
so that sound can be modeled in a granular fashion to create a “circumambience.” The number
of channels corresponds to the degree of spatial polyphony, simultaneously spatialized sound
sources. By way of analogy to pixels and voxels, we sometimes call these atomic sounds “mixels,”
acronymic for sound mixing elements, since they form the raster across which a soundscape is
projected, defining the granularity of control.

2.3 Non-Spatial Dimensions and Auditory Symbology

Auditory icons [Gav86] are acoustic representations of naturally occurring events that caricature
the action being represented. For instance, in the Macintosh SonicFinder [Gav89], a metallic
thunk represents a file being tossed into the trashcan upon deletion, and a liquid gurgling signifies
a file being copied. “Earcons” [SBJG86] [BSG89] [BG89] are elaborated auditory symbols which
compose motifs into artificial non-speech language, phrases distinguished by rhythmic and tonal
patterns. Earcons may be combined (by juxtaposing these motifs), transformed (by varying
the timbre, register, and dynamics), or inherited (abstracting a property). Infosound [SGH+90]
allows the combination of stored musical sequences and sound effects to be associated with
application events, like Prokofiev’s use of musical themes in Peter and the Wolf.

Auditory icons and earcons are classes along a continuum of display styles, from literal event
or data representation to dynamic, symbolic representation, which may be more or less abstract.
“Filtears” [Coh89] [CL91a] [CL91b] [Coh93], which depend on the distinction between sources
and sinks, are one way of spanning this spectrum.

Sound is malleable under an infinite range of manipulation. Voice and music in particular
can be gracefully distorted without loss of intelligibility or euphony. Even though audio channels
can be perceptually segmented by virtual location, it is also important to have other attribute
cues independent of direction and distance. Filtears are a class of such cues, audio filters imple-
mented as separate attribute cues, superimposing information on sound signals by perceptually
multiplexing the audio bandwidth.

Imagine a user tele-negotiating with several parties at once, including trusted advisors. Be-
sides whatever spatial array of the various conferees, the user might want to give the advisors’
voices a sotto voce attribute, perhaps by making their voices sound like whispers, imparting
a suggestion of a private utterance, thereby tagging their voices as confidants. If some of the
parties (perhaps including some of the advisors) are from outside the user’s organization, their
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voices might be given an outside attribute, perhaps by inhibiting any ‘indoors-suggesting’ re-
verberation, so that their voices seem to come from outside the building. These two separate
dimensions of control could be used, separately or together (as in an “off-stage” whisper), to
sonically label the voice channels, organizing them mnemonically. (Neither of these examples
has actually been implemented yet. The filtears that have been deployed are detailed in § 5.2.2.)

Filtears are potentially useful for user interfaces because, unlike an audio zoom feature that
simply makes the chosen speaker louder, the extended attributes introduced by spatial sound
and filtears are separate from conventional dimensions of control, and they can be adjusted
independently. Filtears can be thought of as sonic typography: placing sound in space can be
likened to putting written information on a page, with audio emphasis equivalent to italicizing or
emboldening. Filtears embellish audio channels; they depend on the distinction between source
and sink, and warp the channels in some way that is different from parametrizing an original
signal.

It is important to note that, while filtears are intended to be perceptually orthogonal to other
cues, such independence is difficult to achieve. Sound attributes interact in complex and often
unpredictable ways, and such interactions must be taken into account when designing auditory
symbologies and implementing them with filtear-type controllers/transformers.

3 Research Applications

Virtual acoustic displays featuring spatial sound can be thought of as enabling two performance
advantages:

situational awareness Omnidirectional monitoring via direct representation of spatial infor-
mation reinforces or replaces information in other modalities, enhancing one’s sense of
presence or realism.

multiple channel segregation By levering off ‘natural noise cancellation’ of the previously
described cocktail party effect, spatial sound systems improve intelligibility, discrimination,
and selective attention among audio sources in a background of noise, voices, or other
distractions. Such enhanced stream segregation allows the separation of multiple sounds
into distinct ‘objects.’

Various application fields that exploit these enhanced capabilities are described below.

3.1 Sonification

Sonification can be thought of as auditory visualization, and has been explored by scientists
[Bly82] [MFS84] [SC91] [BD92, Chap. 6] as a tool for analysis, for example, presenting multi-
variate data as auditory patterns. Because visual and auditory channels can be independent of
each other, data can be mapped differently to each mode of perception, and auditory mappings
can be employed to discover relationships that are hidden in the visual display. This involves
some sort of mapping of the analyzed data to attributes like those outlined in Table 3. Various
researchers [KF88] [Ken90] [Ken91] [WSFF90] [Wen94] suggest using spatial sound as a com-
ponent of sonification, and researchers have designed tools for presenting data as an integrated
visual and auditory display, whose stereophonic display correlates the sound with position on
the monitor. Exvis [SBG90] interprets a scatterplot as a texture, a dense distribution of data,
and then translates that texture into sound.
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3.2 Auditory Displays for Visually Disabled Users

There is also increasing interest in providing auditory displays for visually disabled users [Van89]
[LHC93]. Some researchers, including [LMCH83] [Man84] [MBJ85], have experimented with
mapping x-y graphs to sound, to convey their information to blind users. An “auditory screen”
[Edw87] [Edw88] uses a window, icon, menu, pointing device (wimp) interface to associate
musical sound and synthesized speech with tiled screen areas. SeeHear [NMM88] mapped visual
signals from optically scanned objects into localized auditory signals. The Sonic Navigator
[Set90] localizes synthesized speech to the location of the window being read.

3.3 Teleconferencing

If a voice can be likened to a long arm, with which one can reach across a room or down a flight
of stairs to effectively tap someone on the shoulder, then the telephone lengthens that arm even
further, stretching one’s presence across continents, oceans, and beyond. Many scientists are ex-
ploring computer-controlled teleconferencing systems [SS87] [CK91c] [MKT+91] [MK91] [SY91]
[TAMS91] [CK92c] [KCA92]. Major thrusts have protocols for invoking a rendezvous [KK86],
suitable architectures for deploying such systems [SG85] [Lan86] [Lud89] [Koi91] [TKOK92], and
graphical control [SBL+86] [SFB+87] [ADGM88] [SGH+90] [KS93].

3.4 Music

Musical applications [Moo83] [KM84] [BG88] [BO89] [CK91a] [CK93a] [Lez93] feature bouncing
and dancing sound. Many spatializers have midi interfaces, allowing integration into musical
systems. A listener can wander among a marching band or an embracing chord; a composer
could program choreography for sonic dancers.

3.5 Virtual Reality and Architectural Acoustics

Virtual reality (vr) systems are computer-generated interactive environments utilizing (typ-
ically head-mounted display) 3d graphic scenes and soundscapes, featuring a manual control
[Fol87]. They are characterized by an intimate link between display and control, in which the
user inhabits the system. Various vr researchers, including [FMHR86] [FWCM88] [WSFF90],
have incorporated stereophonic output into their headmounted display. Direct representation of
room geometry and absorption/reflection properties allows sonification of architectural acoustics
for acoustical cad/cam [Ast93] [SSN93].

3.6 Telerobotics and Augmented Audio Reality

“Augmented reality” [CM92] [FMHS93] [FMS93] [WMG93] is used to describe hybrid presenta-
tions that overlay computer-generated imagery on top of real scenes. Augmented audio reality
extends this notion to include sonic effects, overlaying computer-generated sounds on top of more
directly acquired audio signals. Telepresence delegates a robot slave to act on behalf of the hu-
man master. Controlled from afar by a pilot wearing effectors corresponding to robot’s sensors,
the puppet, a surrogate with feedback, could venture into hazardous environments (fires, toxic
waste, nuclear power plants, ...). By juxtaposing and mixing ‘sampled’ and ‘synthetic’ transmis-
sions, scientists are exploring the relationship between telepresence and vr audio presentations:
telepresence manifests as the actual configuration of sources in a sound field, as perceived by a
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dummy-head, say; vr as the perception yielded by hrtf-filtering of virtual sources with respect
to virtual sinks [CAK93].

team communication If several telerobots are working together, their pilots will likely want to
communicate with each other. Instead of equipping each robot with a speaker, and letting
each operator speak through the respective robot mouth, it is better to ‘short-circuit’
the communications path, transmitting a pilot’s utterance to the other pilots directly,
directionalizing to preserve the spatial consistency of the telepresence [AKKS92] [CKA92].

sonic cursor In telemonitoring, one wants to identify the location of a sound object. Using
an augmented audio reality system, one could switch between a telemonitored binaural
(dummy-head transmitted) and rendered source (synthesized by binaural dsp) to identify
the location.

synesthetic alarm Synesthesia is the act of experiencing one sense modality as another, and
can be used to further blur the distinction between actual and artificial worlds. A telerobot
equipped to enter hazardous areas might have infrared or radiation meters. These meters
could be thresholded, rendering the danger points as auditory alarms, easily superimposed
on the auditory soundscape captured by the robot’s ears.

4 Interface Control via Audio Windows

“Audio windows” is an auditory-object manager, one potentially powerful implementation of a
user interface (frontend) to an audio imaging system. Here, the generalized control model of a
window is (by analogy to graphical windows, as in a desktop metaphor) an organizational vehicle
in the interface, and has nothing to do with room acoustics. Researchers [LP89] [LPC90] [CL91a]
[CL91b] [CK91b] [FKS91] [CK92a] [KC93] have been studying applications and implementation
techniques of audio windows for use in providing multimedia communications. The general
idea is to permit multiple simultaneous audio sources, such as in a teleconference, to coexist
in a modifiable display without clutter or user stress. The distribution of sounds in space is
intended to realize some of the same kinds of benefits achieved by distribution of visual objects
in graphical user interfaces.

A powerful audio imaging user interface would allow the positions of the audio channels to
be arbitrarily set and adjusted, so that the virtual positions of the sinks and sources may be
constantly changing as they move around each other and within a virtual room. By using an
audio window system as a binaural directional mixing console, a multidimensional pan pot,6

users can set parameters reflecting these positions. Members of a teleconference altering these
parameters may experience the sensation of wandering around a conference room, among the
teleconferees. Music lovers at a live or recorded concert could actively focus on a particular
channel by sonically hovering over the shoulder of a musician in a virtual concert hall. Minglers
at a virtual cocktail party might freely circulate. Sound presented in this dynamically spatial
fashion is as different from conventional mixes as sculpture is from painting.

Spatial sound applications can be classified according to source (speaker) and sink (listener)
mobility. The simplest spatial sound systems allow neither the sources nor the sinks to move.
This kind of configuration is still useful for separating channels and, in fact, offers a good
checkpoint to spatial sound applications under development; i.e., the several participants in a

6A panoramic potentiometer controls the placement of a channel in a conventional stereo mix.
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conference call would project distinct sound images to each other, consistent with their relative
virtual (if static) locations. With such a presentation, a user could more easily focus attention
on a single speaker or instrument, especially with an audio spotlight (described later in § 5.2.2).

A simple demonstration of this functionality on a conventional system features three users,
each with two telephones, calling each other cyclically (Figure 3). Each user’s holding the calling
and called handsets to different ears demonstrates one application of stereotelephonics [Coh87],
the use of stereo effects in telephones.

Figure 3: Stereotelephonics and 3-way cyclic conferencing

A system in which the sources are stationary, but the listeners move about (like visitors at a
museum) would be useful for displaying orientation, the same way offshore ships get cues from
signaling lighthouses, and approaching airplanes use beacons sent from a control tower. The
sources might always come from the North, serving as an audio compass, or they might always
“point” down, acting like a sonic horizon [Geh88].

If the sources may move around a static listener, it is as if the user were attending a theatre
performance or movie. Air traffic controllers looking out of the control tower perceive the circling
airplanes this way, as do seated patrons at a restaurant with strolling violinists. Applications
of this class might include an audio cursor [CL91a] [Coh93] [CAK93], a pointer into 3-space to
attract the static user’s attention (described later in § 5.2.2).

Giving both sources and sinks full mobility enables a general spatial data management system
in which users can browse through a dataworld of movable objects. Teleconferencing applications
are perhaps the most obvious example, but more fanciful modes of dance or social intercourse,
say, are easily imagined.

5 Interface Design Issues: Case Studies

The issues introduced above are illustrated by three case studies of actual audio imaging systems,
described in the following sections: two employ an egocentric metaphor combined with gestural
control, the third is exocentric and controlled graphically.

Veos is a complete vr system, featuring an immersive frontend, via a head-mounted display
and wand, driving both stereographic and stereophonic devices. veos/fern, Mercury, and the
Sound Renderer and the Audio Browser (described below) were all developed at hitl, the Human
Interface Technology Laboratory at the University of Washington.
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Handy Sound also has a gestural frontend. It implements an egocentric perspective (in which
users arrange spatial sound sources around themselves), and features a purely manual interface
(requiring no keyboard or mouse) driving (via direct manipulation through posture and gesture
interpretation) a purely auditory backend (requiring no crt or visual display); it can be used
by blind people as well as by sighted.

Maw is implemented as an exocentric gui in which users can arrange both themselves
and spatial sound objects in configurable rooms. Maw extends conventional wimp idioms
to audio windows. Its features include draggably rotating icons and a hierarchical synthe-
sis/decomposition tool, allowing the spatial configuration of audio channels to reflect their logical
organization.

5.1 Veos and Mercury (written with Brian Karr)

Veos (acronymic for virtual environment operating system) is a platform-independent dis-
tributed processing package which combines many separate computers into a networked virtual
multiprocessor. This extensible system handles message passing, pattern matching and program
control. Combined with fern (fractal entity relativity node), the system provides distributed
database and process management, giving virtual world developers location transparency in the
distributed system. Fern is fundamentally a resource administrator for distributed simulation.

Mercury is a self-contained module that interfaces to the virtual environment database,
handling both behavior sensing and rendering. The Mercury interface decouples the participant
interface from the database, allowing performance to approach the limit of the rendering and
position tracking hardware. Similarly, this removes the responsibility for display tasks from the
database, allowing both the database (veos/fern) and the renderers to operate at the fastest
possible speed.

Mercury maintains an internal representation of the most recent state of the database. The
participant experiences this internal representation and is able to move about and interact with
entities within it at greater frame rates. Therefore, even though the state of entities in the
database may change relatively slowly, the participant can smoothly navigate and interact with
objects in the environment. Also, since the renderers are closely coupled with the behavior
sensors and the instantaneous state of the external database, aural and visual images are closely
registered. Finally, Mercury and its renderers are implemented in a modular fashion, which
allows them to be used with almost any vr system. Systems that render new frames only after
an entire event loop can benefit most from this approach. Mercury can also be used as an
interface to other kinds of software, such as cad modelers.

5.1.1 Sound Renderer Implementation

The Sound Render is a software package that provides an interface between a vr system and
peripheral audio equipment. Such equipment currently includes:

• spatialization hardware such as the Convolvotron

• sound generation devices such as samplers or synthesizers

• effects processors such as reverberation units.

The current implementation allows for the control of four simultaneous, independent au-
dio sources for each participant using serial communications. The Convolvotron (described in
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Figure 4: Sound Renderer (Veos/Mercury)

§ 2.2.1) and geometry software on its host computer are controlled using a serial protocol. Addi-
tionally, the Sound Renderer uses the midi protocol for control of common audio devices. Some
uses for this are:

• triggering raw audio into the spatialization hardware

• manipulating the pitch of the raw audio before convolution to simulate Doppler shift

• controlling effects processors to simulate ambience effects such as reverberation.

The sound sources currently used include an audio sampler (hosted in a computer), speech
generation hardware, and microphones. The sampler is configured so that the pitch of all
sound sources can be independently manipulated, allowing differently spatialized sources to
have separate Doppler shifts. The use of midi also easily accommodates other audio spatializers
which accept midi control data.

The Sound Renderer is not itself an application. Rather it is a programming interface which
allows world builders to add sound to their environments at a high level of abstraction. This style
configuration is typical of many implementations; the world building abstraction and participant
model are otherwise novel up to this point.
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Mercury Interface To resolve latency and registration issues, the Sound Renderer was tai-
lored to interface at the C-code level, as in the Mercury Participant System. In this case, a
Participant System is a self-contained entity that manages participant behavior (position sen-
sors, etc.) and displays in conjunction with a local database containing the current state of
a virtual environment as computed by a distributed system. This allows the participant to
smoothly interact with a slowly updating database. The Sound Renderer is provided as a C
object library which is linked into Mercury. Because both the visual and audio renderers are
running in conjunction with the position sensors on the same computer platform, rather than on
two separate machines in the distributed system, network delays are eliminated between them,
allowing a closer coupling between visual and audio events.

Veos/fern Interface For vr systems such as veos/fern, in which environments are coded
in Lisp for distributed platforms, the Sound Renderer has been developed with an XLisp inter-
face. All of the functions of the Sound Renderer are available as an object library which is linked
into veos at appropriate nodes (i.e., machines from which a Sound Renderer may access serial
ports). In the sound renderer, reverberation is simulated with midi-controlled processors after
spatialization. The reverberant signal is mixed with the spatialized signal as would naturally
occur in an enclosed space.

5.1.2 The Audio Browser

The Audio Browser is a hierarchical sound file navigation and audition tool [Whi94]. Its intent
is to speed up the laborious process of selecting appropriate audio segments from vast archives
of sound files, and to help sound designers and foley artists familiarize themselves with new
audio sample libraries. Sound is naturally time-linear; we cannot scan sound as we would scan a
page of text or images. Informal textual descriptions of sound often do not describe the content
accurately. Conversely, we can process many audio streams simultaneously, while we cannot
interpret many image streams at once. The Audio Browser takes advantage of the fact that we
can naturally monitor many audio streams and selectively focus our attention on any particular
one, especially if the sources are spatially separated. Audible transitions from node to node in
the database are used to give the listener a feeling that they are “moving” through a tree of
nodes.

Inclusive Implementation The Audio Browser makes use of the hitl Sound Renderer and
Mercury software systems described above. The sound file samples are prearranged, similar
sounds collected into single nodes, and nodes arranged into a quad-tree hierarchy. At each
node one can hear representative, looped samples from the four children nodes in each of four
front quadrants and the the sample from the parent node behind, as shown in Figure 5. In
the inclusive implementation, a graphical representation of the tree is also displayed and the
currently auditioned samples are highlighted with a color change.

-bb-error = =

Figure 5: Inclusive Audio Browser

The listener navigates through the sound file hierarchy by choosing the sound representing
the node they wish to follow. The selection is accomplished by flying toward the desired sample,
at which point it becomes the parent node behind the listener, as its four child samples begin
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playing in front. The listener can go back up the tree by flying in reverse. This process is
continued until the listener has found the node closest to the desired sound. At this point,
the possibly numerous files in the node may be auditioned individually. A more advanced
implementation would arrange all files in a node in such a way that they could be inclusively
auditioned as well.

5.2 Handy Sound

Handy Sound [Coh89] [Coh90] [CL91a] [CL91b] [Coh93] explores gestural control of an audio
window system. The system is of the “moving sources/stationary sink” type and uses an egocen-
tric perspective. It thus allows a single user to arrange sources around him/herself with purely
manual manipulation (requiring no keyboard or mouse). Handy Sound is motivated (literally
and figuratively) by gestures, i.e., spatial motions that convey information. Gestural recognition
via a DataGlove is used as input to a spatial sound system, and virtual sound sources manipu-
lated in a 3d presentation. Figure 6 below illustrates the architecture of the system. Generally
in the schematic, digital control data goes down the left, and analog audio signals go up the
right.

The user interface of the prototype uses a DataGlove [VPL87] which is coupled with a
Polhemus 3Space Isotrak [Pol87]. The system senses the position and orientation of the wearer’s
hand, the posture7 of the user’s fingers, and the orientation of the user’s head. Such tracking
is useful for ‘soundscape stabilization,’ the invariance of the perceived location of the sources
under reorientation of the user.

3d tracking products like the coupled Polhemus employ a physically stationary standing
wave generator (electromagnetic or ultrasonic) and one or more movable sensors. The result-
ing systems provide 6 parameters in realtime (the x/y/z of the sensor’s physical location and
roll/pitch/yaw of the sensor’s orientation). Finger posture is calculated by measuring flex-
induced leakage in fiber optics laid across the finger joints. With a device like a DataGlove, a
user can point and gesticulate using a 3d workspace envelope. In Handy Sound, the DataGlove
postures and positions are strobed by a Sun workstation, and integrated into gestures which are
used to drive the output.

Sound sources (for simulation) are provided by four samplers [Aka89b], synchronized by a
midi daisy chain, and cued by a midi synthesizer. A digital patch matrix [Aka89a], driven via
an rpc-invoked (remote procedure call) server, is used to switch in the filtears. The spotlight,
muffle, and highlight filtears described below are implemented by an aural exciter [Aph89] and a
lowpass filter [Ure80]. Since the number of channels in the prototype is fixed, only one channel
at a time can be driven through the spotlight or the muffle filtears, and the effects are mutually
exclusive (i.e., grabbing an indicated source disables the spotlight as the muffle is enabled), the
physical matrix is effectively folded into two logical matrices. The frontend of the system, then,
becomes a scheduler, literally handling the dynamic reallocation of the filtear resources.

The backend of the prototype is an enhanced spatial sound system based on the Crystal
River Convolvotron (described earlier in § 2.2.1). The control (DataGlove box) and presentation
(Convolvotron) processes communicate via internet (udp) Unix sockets across an Ethernet.8

The distributed architecture was designed to modularly separate the client (gestural recognition
data model) from the server (spatializer and filtear). By using the DataGlove to drive the
Convolvotron, virtual sound sources are manipulated in a full 3d auditory display.

7This chapter uses the convention of calling (the DataGlove’s) recognized static positions “postures,” reserving
the term “gestures” for the sequential composition of multiple postures.

8Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox.
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Figure 6: Architecture (Handy Sound). Reproduced with permission of Academic Press, London;
from Computer-Supported Cooperative Work and Groupware, 1991; Saul Greenberg, editor
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5.2.1 Manipulating Source Position in Handy Sound

By using a posture characterizer to recognize intuitive hand signs along with full-motion arm in-
terpretation, users can gesturally indicate, select, highlight, and relocate sound sources, mapping
the reachable work envelope around the user into the much larger perceptual space. Pointing at
a source indicates it, as a prelude for selection by grasping. Grasping and releasing are delimiting
postures, which respectively enable and disable repositioning. Repositioning is a gesture defined
by grasping accompanied by movement.

The Cartesian coordinates of the DataGlove are mapped into spherical coordinates to give
the user an egocentric perspective, as shown in eqn. (1). To avoid complications imposed by
room geometry, the sound sources are constrained to move spherically: azimuth is adjusted
horizontally circularly (as opposed to rectilinearly), elevation is adjusted vertically circularly,
and distance is adjusted radially with respect to the user. Azimuth (1a) and elevation (1b) track
the user’s hand, and distance (1c) (which maps inversely cubically9 to gain in Handy Sound’s
dry spatialization) is adjusted proportionally to the radial distance difference between the onset
and completion of the relocation, measured from the head to the hand.10

azimuth = tan−1

(
handy − heady
handx − headx

)
− π/2 (1a)

elevation = tan−1

 handz − headz√
(handx − headx)2 + (handy − heady)2

 (1b)

distance ∗ =
|hand(t2)− head(t2)|
|hand(t1)− head(t1)|

(1c)

The position of the source is tracked continuously during repositioning. Audio panning and
volume control are subsumed by spatial location. For example, if the user indicates an object,
grabs, and tugs on it, the object will approach. Figure 7 illustrates pulling a distant source
halfway closer: Enamored of a source (represented by concentric rings, whose shading will be
explained later) and desiring more intimate proximity, a user repositions it by grasping the
proximal projection of its channel, dragging it to a new location, and releasing it.

When the object is released, the azimuth and elevation of the user’s hand directly determine
the new azimuth and elevation of the object. That is, the azimuthal and elevational control
and presentation spaces are the same. Therefore their c/r (control/response) ratio ≡ 1. For
the distance, however, a variable radial c/r ratio is employed, in order to gracefully map the
near-field work envelope into the entire perceptual space, finessing issues of scale. In effect, the
reachable work envelope is magnified to span the auditory space, giving the user a projected
telepresence from physical into perceptual space. The closer an object is to the user, the finer
the proximal/distal adjustment (and the higher the radial c/r ratio).

5.2.2 Manipulating Source Quality in Handy Sound

A back-channel is a secondary feedback stream, used to confirm state in control systems. Filtears,
which may reflect state information, but do not require a separate display stream, can be used

9Gain usually falls off as the inverse of the distance, but Handy Sound deliberately exaggerates distance
effects.

10The “∗=” notation means that each new distance value is determined by the product of the old distance and
the gesturally determined scaling factor.
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Figure 7: Glove at fist site (Handy Sound)

as sonic piggyback-channels, since they are carried by the original source signal. These are audio
equivalents of changing cursors, state indicators superimposed on a main channel. Implemented
on top of a spatial sound system, sonic piggyback-channels have positional attributes as well
as filtear qualities; since repositioning and filtearing are (intended to be) orthogonal, an object
may be simultaneously moved and filteared.

Since Handy Sound’s main display is purely auditory, modality compatibility motivated the
use of sonic piggyback-channels. Rather than create independent sound effects and musical
motifs to indicate states, Handy Sound employs filtears for selective transformation of source
channels.

The gestural commands (and their feedback filtears) recognized and obeyed by Handy Sound
are illustrated by the finite state automaton in Figure 8, and recapitulated in Figure 9, which
extends the relocation scenario described earlier (Figure 7). Handy Sound implements three
types of (sonic piggyback-channel) filtears, described below:

Spotlight Once audio channels are distributed in space, a telepointer or user-controlled pointer
within that space becomes useful. In visual domains, eyegaze selects the focus of attention; there
is no direct analogue in audio domains since audition is more omnidirectional than vision. It
is easier to detect where someone is looking (‘gaze indirection’ ) than to detect what they’re
listening to. A method of focusing or directing auditory attention is needed to extend the
paradigms of graphical indication into audio conferencing.

One could simply instantiate another independent sound source, an audio cursor, to su-
perimpose on the selected sources— for instance, a steady or pulsed tone. But this has the
disadvantage of further cluttering the auditory space, especially if multiple cursor positions are
allowed. In any case, this feature is available intrinsically: user-movable sources can be used
as audio cursors “for free” (except for the loss of a channel). User-programmable sources could
be the basis of the horizon or compass applications mentioned earlier (in § 4). Like a mythical
Siren, sound endowed with the ability to move about can also entice users to follow it. Such
a “come-hither” beacon might be used to draw attention to a particular place or workstation
window in the office.

Handy Sound explicitly implements a perhaps better solution, an audio spotlight, that em-
phasizes one or more channels [LP89] [CL91a] [CL91b] [BW92]. This emphasis might comprise
any combination of the suite of effects used by audio exciters and aural enhancers: equalization,
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Figure 8: State transitions and filtears (Handy Sound)

pitch shifting, amplitude-dependent harmonic emphasis, and frequency-dependent phase shift.
The emphasis augments the source channel’s acoustic conspicuousness (variously called bright-
ness, clarity, or presence), making it easier to hear and distinguish, without necessarily making
it substantially louder. This emphasis can be likened to sonic italicization, an audio shimmering
that draws attention to the emboldened source(s) without overpowering the others. However, a
spotlight, unlike a cursor, can only emphasize an active channel, and therefore is less useful as
a general pointing device.

The spotlight is used to confirm selection of one or more channels– as a prelude to invoking
some action (like amplification, muting, or repositioning), or as an end unto itself, since the
emphasis makes the selected objects more prominent. The idea is to create a jnd, an acoustic
enhancement that is noticeable but ignorable, unambiguous but unintrusive.

In practice, as the hand is swept around the room, pointing at the localized sources, confir-
mation of direction is achieved by having the indicated source emphasized with a spotlight. An
audio spotlight is a way of specifying a subset of the channel mix for special consideration— a
way of focusing auditorily, bringing a chosen channel out of background cacophony, and selecting
it as the object of a subsequent operation.

Muffle A muffle filtear is used to suggest the grasping of a source. Grabbing a channel, as
a prelude to moving or highlighting, muffles its sound, imitating the effect of a hand closed
around it. This aural confirmation of a gesture fulfills the user interface principle of conceptual
compatibility. The muffling effect is accomplished with a lowpass filter, as a covering hand tends
to attenuate the high-frequency components of a sound source. The filtear must be subtle to
avoid loss of intelligibility in the selected channel.

Highlights Highlights are a way of emphasizing audio channels, of endowing them with a
perceptual prominence, of promoting and demoting them along a hierarchy of conspicuousness.
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Figure 9: Gestured state transitions (Handy Sound)
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Maw’s highlighting gesture comprises grasping accompanied by a hierarchical specification,
represented by extended fingers. Highlights are like an ordered ladder of spotlight-like effects that
can be associated with channels. Since they are linked to pointing direction, spotlights cannot
be locked on a source, but highlights, which are closely related, may be. Unlike spotlights or
muffles, highlights persist beyond the pointing or grasping. They are used to impose a perceptual
hierarchical organization on an ensemble of channels. Spotlighting is meant as an immediate
feedback feature, guiding selection of a source in a manner analogous to emboldening of the
window title bar for graphical interfaces. Highlights are meant as longer-term mnemonic aids,
perhaps comparable to choice of font for textural graphical windows.

In a gestural interface like Handy Sound, pointing and grasping are natural postures for
indicating and securing. The exact style of extending digits to indicate promotion/demotion in
a perceptual hierarchy is culturally sensitive, but the idea of counting on the fingers and thumb
is global, and the particular configurations are easily programmed or learned.

5.2.3 Manipulating Sound Volume in Handy Sound

In order to maintain the purity of the simplified gestural interface, the only way to adjust
gain in Handy Sound is to bring a source closer. (Alternatively, additional postures could
have been defined to raise or lower the volume of a selected source.) Volume is controlled by
closeness/distance effects; gain is set inversely proportional to the virtual distance from the
source. While the user might simply adjust the volume of the headphone mixer, the only way to
make everyone louder via the gestural interface is by pulling everyone closer individually. The
only way to turn a sound off is to push it away until it vanishes, thus making it difficult to
retrieve.

5.2.4 Summary

Handy Sound demonstrates the general possibilities of gesture recognition and spatial sound in
a multi-channel conferencing system. The technology employed, however, is better suited for a
concept demonstration than for day-to-day use. The number of spatialized sources is limited
to four, with no easy way to scale up. The hardware is complicated, expensive, and unwieldy:
The glove itself does not interfere with many other tasks (including writing and typing), but the
cables are cumbersome. Further, ambient electromagnetic noise, reflected by metal surfaces in
a typical lab environment, make reliable operation of the Polhemus tracker difficult beyond a
short range, and measurement of orientation (which direction the hand, as opposed to the arm,
is pointing) impractical.

The response of the system is somewhat restricted by the speed of the processors and the
high bandwidth requirements, forcing the user to be deliberate in manipulating sound objects.
The system is tuned using a choke, a parameter specifying how many postural events to coalesce
before transmission. Averaging, debouncing, and hysteresis (to clean up noisy data) must be
adjusted to match the environment.

There are two sets of data which should be individually calibrated for each user: the ear
maps, modeling the hrtfs of the user, and the posture characteristics, calibrating the various
hand positions. In practice, without individually-tailored hrtfs the ear maps are not always
perceptually precise [WWK91] [WAKW93] [ACK94]. Further, active control of (especially mul-
tiple) sources is difficult with only an auditory display, even with spotlights, making a visual
display useful for confirmation of source placement.
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5.3 Maw

Maw (acronymic for multidimensional audio windows) [Coh90] [CK92c] [Coh92] [Coh93] repre-
sents a “moving sources/moving sink: exocentric perspective” style system which allows sources
and sinks to be arranged in a horizontal plane. Developed as an interactive teleconferencing
frontend, Maw was retrofitted with a batch mode, making it also suitable for automatic, single-
user invocation. Its architecture, shown in Figure 10, is appropriate for both synchronous and
asynchronous applications.

The spatialization backend is provided by any combination of Maw’s native Focal PointTM

[Geh90] and external convolution engines, including the Stork and Digital Audio Processor
sim∗∗2 [acronymic for sound image simulator], in-house dsp modules. The ellipses below the
convolution engines in the schematic indicates that any number of these external convolution
engines may be deployed, daisy-chained together on a gpib (general purpose interface bus, or
ieee 488) driven off a scsi interface [IOt91]. Maw uses configuration files, dynamic maps of
virtual spatial sound spaces, to calculate the gain control and hrtf selection for this scalable
heterogeneous backend, assigning logical channels to physical devices via a preferences (control)
panel. The outputs of all spatialization filters are combined into a stereo pair presented to the
user.

The graphical representation of Maw’s virtual room is a plan view. This perspective flatten-
ing was implemented partly because of its suitability for visual display on a workstation monitor.
Figure 11 shows a typical view of such an overhead representation (along with the border, but-
tons, and scrollers that make it a window) as part of a snapshot of a typical session. Maw adopts
the simplification that all spatial sound objects are at once 2d sources and sinks. Spatial sound
objects have not only rectangular coordinates, but also angular and focal attributes (described
later). Visual icons for sources and sinks indicate their orientation by pointing in the direction
that the object is facing. Since all the participants are represented by separate icons, a user can
adjust another’s virtual position as easily as his/her own.

5.3.1 Manipulating Source and Sink Positions in Maw

For the icons used in Figure 11, the pictures are clipped to the interior of the circle, so the face
of the respective user is like the face of a clock, the single hand pointed in the direction the user
is “facing” in its admittedly mixed (frontal/aerial) metaphor. Each of the icons is assigned a
unique channel number, used to key the spatializing backend.

An alternative iconic representation uses top-down pictures of people’s heads, as in Fig-
ure 12. Such a view has the advantage of making the bird’s-eye metaphor consistent, but suffers
from making the users more difficult to recognize. Another iconic representation uses the first-
described “head-and-shoulders” pictures, but replaces the radial azimuth-indicating arm with
image rotation, as in Figure 10. These various representations may be concatenated and selected
“on the fly,” allowing users to change the iconic views according to whim.

As in Handy Sound, the notion of a changing cursor to indicate mode is employed by Maw.
In Handy Sound, this feedback role is assumed by filtears, which reflect that an audio source is
being indicated, relocated, accented, etc. In Maw, the use of a hand to indicate repositioning
is elaborated to distinguish an open hand, suggesting rectilinear translation, from a hand with
a pointed pivot finger, suggesting rotation thereabout.

Maw extends wimp interface conventions to manage spatial sound objects with a variety of
interaction styles. Draggably rotating icons, which represent non-omnidirectional sources and
sinks, are controlled not only by direct manipulation, but also by arrow keys, chorded with
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Figure 10: System schematic (Maw)
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Figure 11: Screen shot (Maw)
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Figure 12: Top-down icons (Maw)

Alternate -, Shift -, and Control -keys; menu items and Command -keys; and numeric panels,

all employing the object–command (noun–verb) syntax. Various commands move the icons
relative to themselves, each other, and the virtual room.

Maw has a chair tracker [CK92b], crafted with a Polhemus 3Space Isotrak [Pol87], which au-
tomatically offsets the azimuth of a particular sink from a (perhaps moving) datum, established
via explicit iconic manipulation. The chair tracker blurs the distinction between egocentric and
exocentric systems by integrating the egocentric display with ego- and exocentric control, as well
as providing the dynamic cues discussed in § 2.1.

As illustrated by Figure 13, the virtual position of the sink, reflected by the (graphically ex-
ocentric) orientation of its associated graphical icon, pivots (∓δ) in response to (kinesthetically
egocentric) sensor data around the datum/baseline (θ) established by wimp (exocentric) iconic
manipulation. Symmetrically, the system can be thought of as a user of Maw arbitrarily ad-
justing a (static or moving) orientation established by the chair tracker. Users may exploit both
modes interleaved or simultaneously, adjusting or amplifying their physical position virtually,
like setting flaps and trim tabs on an airplane. The wimp-based operations of Maw can set
absolute positions; the chair tracker’s reporting of absolute positions has been disabled to allow
graphical adjustment. With only wimp-based rotational initialization, the system behaves as a
simple tracker, consistent with proprioceptive sensations. Both Maw’s wimp-based functions
and the chair tracker send positional updates to a multicasting conferencing server, so that ev-
eryone in a conference or concert may observe the respective sink spinning (to face a source, for
instance, enabling ‘gaze awareness’ [IK92]).
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Figure 13: Chair tracker geometry (Maw): exocentric θ, egocentric δ

5.3.2 Organizing Acoustic Objects in Maw

Maw features a cluster utility. Clusters are hierarchically collapsed groups [SZB+93] of spatial
sound objects. By bundling multiple channels together, a composite timbre is obtained. Clusters
have two main purposes:

conservation of spatializer resources Postulating a switching matrix on either side of the
spatial sound processor, along with dynamic allocation of spatializer channels, a cluster
feature organizes separate input streams that share a single spatializing channel. One
application might involve zooming effects. Distant sources would not be displayed; but as
it approaches, a cluster would appear as a single point; only to disassociate and distribute
spatially as it gets closer. This focus allows navigation in arbitrarily large space, assuming
a limited density of point sources. Alternatively, with limited spatializing resources, a user
might chose to group a subset of the (less important or less pleasant) channels together,
stacking them in a corner or closet.

logical organization of hierarchical structure For example, in the context of a concert,
individually recording (or mic-ing or synthesizing) the separate instruments, presenting
each of the channels to Maw, and mixing them at audition time, rather than in “post-
production,” allow the instruments to be rearranged by the listener. With the appropriate
interface, one could grab onto an orchestral cluster, for instance (shown as part of the
concert in Table 4), shake it to separate the different instruments, grab one of those in-
struments and move it across the room. This successive differentiation could go right
through concert → orchestra → section → instrument and actually break down the in-
strument itself. This super decomposition aspect of the cluster feature could allow, for
example, the user to listen to spatially separate strings of a violin.

Unclustering can be likened to viewing the sources through a generalized fish eye lens [Fur86]
[SB94], which spatially warps the perception of the localized sources to enlarge an area of focus
and shrink everything else. That is, when the user indicates a direction of special interest, the
sources in that direction effectively approach the user and recede from each other in perspective.
While the other objects do not get pushed into the background, the idea is the same: to effect
an external rearrangement of sources that complements an internal reordering.
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Table 4: Concert decomposition
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5.3.3 Manipulating Sound Volume in Maw

In exocentric systems like Maw, it is possible to positionally adjust perceived gain in two different
ways: sidle a sink up to a speaker or group of sources, or move the sources nearer to a sink. As
in Handy Sound, there is no “volume knob” in Maw; the notion of volume adjustment has been
folded into the spatial metaphor.

Maw also provides a more direct way of adjusting gain. The user can resize a selected object
by dragging one of the resize handles (knobs) on its bounding rectangle (as in the top right icon
of Figure 11). The size of a source corresponds to individual gain (amplification); the size of a
sink corresponds to general gain (sensitivity). For the sake of parsimony, iconic size (along one
linear11 dimension) is used as a determinant of both metaphorical ear and mouth size. Gain is
proportional to the size of the source’s mouth (amplification) and the sink’s ear (sensitivity),
so enlarging an icon makes its owner both louder and more acute. Thus, to make a single
channel louder or softer, a user simply resizes the respective icon, but to make everyone louder
or softer, the user need only resize his/her own icon. Gain is also inversely proportional to the
distance between the sink and source, so another way to change perceived volume is to have
the source and sink approach or recede from each other. A modified frequency-independent
cardioidal pattern is used to model the sound field radiation of non-omnidirectional sources.
The chosen relationship specifies an azimuth-dependent beaming of the speaker, an idealized
directional pattern, with exaggeratable distance effects. Therefore, the overall amplitude of a
source→sink transmission is independent of the sink’s transfer function, and can be specified
[CK91b] [CK92c] [CK93b] as a function of focus and mutual position and orientation. Focus
represents the dispersion, or beaming, of the sound. For a focus of zero, the radiation pattern
is omnidirectional. A focus of greater than zero enables a cardioidal pattern, as if the source
were using a megaphone. The icon shown in the top left of Figure 14 has focus = 0.1, and
a corresponding radiation pattern (sound field density, in which lighter areas indicate greater
intensity) in the top right is almost omnidirectional. In contrast, the icon in the bottom left has
focus = 0.9 (as indicated by its thicker arm), and its radiation pattern in the bottom right is
almost perfectly quiet in the shadow behind the head.

Some systems support multiple visual windows, each featuring a different perspective on a
scene. In flight simulators, for example, these might be used to display (egocentric) views out
cockpit windows, and/or views from a completely different location— high above the airplane,
for example, looking down (exocentrically): a virtual “out-of-body” experience. Since audition is
(biasedly) omnidirectional, perhaps audio windows can be thought of as implicitly providing this
multiperspective capability, audio sources being inherently superimposed. Maw also features a
‘schizophrenic’ mode, allowing multiple sinks in the same or different conference rooms, explicitly
overlaying multiple audio displays.

A simple teleconferencing configuration typically consists of several icons, representing the
distributed users, moving around a shared conference space. Each icon represents a source, the
voice of the associated user, as well as a sink, that user’s ears. However, Maw allows users to have
multiple sinks designated (through a preferences panel), effectively increasing their attendance in
the conference, enhancing the quantity (and not the quality) of presence. Such a feature might be
used to pay close attention to multiple sources, even if those sources are not repositionable; just
as in ordinary settings, social conventions might inhibit dragging someone else around a shared
space. One could pay close attention to multiple instruments in a concert without rearranging

11The linear dimension that actually determines the gain is (arbitrarily) the width, but since icons are al-
most always resized while holding the aspect ratio fixed (to avoid graphical distortion), height (or diagonal, or
circumference...) would have worked equally well.
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Figure 14: Icons and radiation patterns (Maw)

the ensemble. One could leave a pair of ears in one conference, while sending another pair to
a side caucus, even if the side caucus happens to be in the same room. Such distilled ubiquity,
the ability to be anywhere, is better than being everywhere, since it is selective.

The apparent paradoxes of one’s being in multiple places simultaneously are resolved by
partitioning the sources across the sinks. If the sinks are distributed in separate conference
rooms, each source is localized only with respect to the sink in the same room. If multiple sinks
share a single conference room, an ‘autofocus’ mode is employed by anticipating level difference
localization, the tendency to perceive multiple identical sources in different locations as a single
fused source. (This is related to the precedence effect, mentioned earlier in § 2.1.) Rather than
adding or averaging the contribution of each source to the multiple sinks, Maw localizes each
source only with respect to the best (loudest, as a function of distance and mutual gain, including
focus and orientation effects) sink.

Figure 15 illustrates this behavior for a conference h,1,4,binary,12,cmr (top row) with two
sinks, represented by top-down icons, and two different sources, represented by a square and a
triangle. In the absence of room acoustics, multiple sinks perceiving a single source is equivalent,
via “reciprocity” or symmetry, to a single sink perceiving multiple identical sources. Therefore
the exampled scene can be decomposed source-wise into two additive scenes h,2,4,binary,12,cmr
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(second row), each single sink combining the parent sinks’ perceptions of the respective sources.
These configurations reduce h,4,4,binary,12,cmr (third row), via the ‘autofocus’ level difference
anticipation, to the respective sinks and only the loudest source. The loudest source is typically
the closest, since the respective pairs of sources are identical, the chorus of phantom sources
being a manifestation of the multiple sinks. Finally h,8,4,binary,12,cmr (bottom row), the
additive scenes are recombined, yielding the overall simplified percept.

5.3.4 Summary

Unlike Handy Sound, but like Veos, Maw is designed to be expandable to a large number of
channels, and features two techniques for spatializing multiple channels. One is the ability to
locally drive multiple alternate external spatializers, assigning logical channels to heterogeneous
physical devices. Further, an arbitrary number of workstations may execute a single conference
as a ‘distributed whiteboard,’ each using its own spatializer(s). The outputs of each workstation
can then be mixed to form multiple, spatial audio channels.

Maw is intended to interpolate between conventional telephony and vr, but cannot be said
to do more than suggest actual acoustic environments. For instance, simulating distance cues is
a difficult and not-yet-solved problem which goes beyond Maw’s simple gain changes. Besides
peoples’ natural inability to estimate distance with precision and Maw’s distortion of distance
effects, an inverse relation does not perfectly capture real effects [Law73] [Bla83] [Beg91] [Wen92]
[SL93] [Beg94]. Maw’s modeling of source directionality is also not veridical: the selection of
a cardioid is somewhat arbitrary, and a flat (frequency-independent) attenuation of gain is not
the best model of a rotating source, which should change timbre as well as loudness. It would be
more accurate to have a second set of transfer functions that capture these shadow effects, and
convolve the digitized source thrice: once for source rotation, and twice (left and right ears) for
sink revolution. Maw further over-simplifies reality by neglecting occlusion, the obstruction of a
source’s sound by other objects in the virtual room; doppler shifts, the pitch bending exhibited
by moving sources; indirect early reflections (discrete echoes), the ratio of whose energy to that of
direct sounds is another cue for estimating distance; and late reverberation, statistically averaged
room ambience, which enhances externalization and auditory “spaciousness.” The absence of
some of these these cues is sometimes associated with perceptual errors like front↔back reversals
[FWT91], as mentioned in § 2.1.

6 Conclusions

As sound technology matures, and more and more audio and multimedia messages and sessions
are sent and logged, the testimony of sound may come to rival that of the written word. Audio
windows and other multidimensional sound interfaces organize and control virtual acoustic en-
vironments. New media spend their early years recapitulating the modes of older media [MF67];
the research described by this chapter hopes to abbreviate this phase for audio interfaces by
accelerating their conceptual development. Recurrent themes in the design of multidimensional
sound systems include perspective, multiuser capability, c/r mapping and feedback (control
state) mechanisms, dimensionality, and integration with other modalities.

Both egocentric and exocentric displays are effective paradigms for virtual audio systems.
Egocentric displays like Veos and Handy Sound are most compatible with inclusion-style vr
systems: In such an inside-out display, gestural interpretation control is parsimonious, a natural
extension of our normal mode of rearranging the world. An exocentric paradigm like Maw’s
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Figure 15: Schizophrenic mode with autofocus (Maw)
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blurs the self/other distinction by iconifying all users with similar tokens. A mouse- and monitor-
driven gui allows manipulation of all the system entities; the metaphorical universe is projected
onto an external and egalitarian medium. This is especially important when the user may have
multiple existence (as in Maw’s schizophrenic mode).

Groupware applications require a permission system to avoid mutex (mutual exclusion)
violation on shared entities. Because of its egocentric nature, Handy Sound features individual
data models; no notion of synchronized models is imposed. Handy Sound (which was never
deployed in a multiuser environment) decouples the control commands from conferencing users,
decreeing a null permission system. With such a data model, unconstrained by a physical analog
(i.e., the virtual layout may be inconsistent among the users), two users could sit mutually on
each other’s laps. Veos allows multiple participants to share a distributed universe, the database
cached through Mercury. Maw’s exocentric paradigm is more subtle: it requires an abstraction,
and depends on social conventions to establish its implicit permission system.

The ability to rearrange objects is important for mnemonic spatial data organization, since
a user is most likely to know where something is if he/she put it there. Veos, Handy Sound
and Maw share several features, including the use of a direct manipulation object–command
(noun–verb) syntax, continuous feedback and dynamic tracking.

Potential dimensions for an audio windowing system include not only spatial dimensions, but
also qualities of orientation, focus, gain, and other features controllable by filtear mechanisms
such as those outlined in Table 3. Further, in order to support an individually-configurable
teleconferencing system, a large12 number of audio channels must be channeled through audio
imaging processors. Other applications, including voicemail, hypermedia, and music, require
an arbitrarily large number of separately spatialized sonic channels. For all of these, and any
task involving terminal audio management, spatial data organization, or scientific sonification,
a grouping mechanism is useful, both as a way of imposing a logical hierarchy on many sources,
and in conjunction with an audio switching matrix, as a way of conserving channels. The Audio
Browser in Veos (§ 5.1.2) and clusters in Maw (§ 5.3.2) provide a way of selectively collapsing
dimensions.

Auditory localization, especially distance perception, is difficult. But visual and acoustic
displays complement each other; a glance at a map can disambiguate auditory cues [MM76]
[WWM81]. Audio windowing systems can be likened to sonic (analytic) cubism: they present
several audio perspectives (on an assembled conference or concert) simultaneously. Multidi-
mensional sound interfaces organize acoustic space, and the interpretation of gestures and the
reinterpretation of wimp conventions seem natural frontends to such systems. Such systems
should be designed to exploit innate localization abilities, perception of both spatial and non-
spatial attributes, and intuitive notions of how to select and manipulate objects distributed in
space. When sound has physical manifestation, it can become an icon for anything imaginable.

12Since, in a full-duplex conference, every user must spatialize every other user’s voice, the total number of
mixels, or channels to spatialize simultaneously, grows quadratically, or as O(|users|2).
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A Acronyms and Initials

a/d: analog → digital

c/r: control/response [ratio]

cad: computer-aided design

cam: computer-aided manufacturing

cpu: central processing unit

crt: cathode ray tube

cui: character-based user interface

d/a: digital → analog

dsp: digital signal processing

fir: finite impulse response (also known as tapped delay line)

gpib: general purpose interface bus (ieee 488)

gui: graphical user interface

hrtf: head-related transfer function

ihl: in-head localization

iid: interaural intensity difference

iir: infinite impulse response

itd: interaural time difference

jnd: just noticeable difference

mflops: millions of floating-point operations per second

midi: musical instrument digital interface

mixel: [sound] mixing element

mips: multiply-accumulate instructions per second

prom: programmable read-only memory

risc: reduced instruction set computer

rpc: remote procedure call

scsi: small computer serial interface

tdr: tapped-delay-plus-recirculation

udp: [internet] user [unreliable] datagram protocol
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vr: virtual reality

wimp: window, icon, menu, pointing [device]
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